T HE theory of the analysis of double cross hybrids (6) and of the well-known diallel analysis has helped to clarify the role of gene action in double cross and single cross hybrid structures. The analysis of three-way hybrids or the triallel analysis, presented herein, extends the results to cover the most common hybrids.
Three-way Hybrid Structure and Effects
The term three-way hybrid, symbolized by A (BC), refers to the cross of a line with an unrelated F^ hybrid. The ancestral control, and for purposes of reference, is the parent line on one side of the pedigree and the two grandparent lines on the other side of the pedigree. The number of combinations of 3 lines from p lines is P C 3 = ppjp.j/6, where p[ denotes (p-i). Three different hybrids may be formed from each combination of lines by letting each of the three lines appear as a parent, giving altogether 3 P C 3 3-way hybrids from p lines when reciprocal crosses are omitted.
For the analysis of variance of these hybrids, it is assumed that the lines have an arbitrary degree of inbreeding which is equal for all lines. No reciprocal differences or maternal effects are assumed although these effects may be taken into account when reciprocal crosses are available.
The basic model for a replicated experiment in which the treatments are the three-way hybrids is YHJIOI = ^ + n + Giukj + «Kjk>i, where YKJOI = the observation on hybrid i(jk) grown in replication 1, 1 = 1, 2, . . ., r; i, j, k = 1, 2, . . ., p where no two of i, j, and k can be the same, M = a contribution common to all entries, n = the effect of replication 1, Gicjk) = the genotypic effect of the hybrid i(jk), and e, (Jt) i = a random error associated with the observation on the hybrid i(jk) grown in replication 1. 
